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Aviation Logistics The Dynamic Partnership
Magma Aviation is expanding its fleet with the addition of one Boeing 747-400F through its partnership with Plus Logistics Solutions.
Magma Aviation adds one more B747-400F aircraft to its fleet
Magma Aviation - a Chapman Freeborn Company and member of Avia Solutions Group - is expanding its fleet with an additional Boeing 747-400F through a partnership with Plus Logistics Solutions.
Magma Aviation steps up to surging demand
Q1 2021 Earnings Conference Call April 29, 2021 05:00 PM ET Company Participants Glenn Klevitz - Vice President, Treasurer & ...
World Fuel Services Corporation (INT) CEO Michael Kasbar on Q1 2021 Results - Earnings Call Transcript
SP+ introduced Sphere Commerce™ On Demand as one of its flagship products marketed under the company’s Sphere™ technology brand which launched in 2020. To date, nearly 400 gateless parking facilities ...
SP Plus Corporation Delivers Sphere Commerce™ On Demand Technology in Response to High Demand ...
For opportunity analysis, the application areas of AI in aviation are surveillance, virtual assistance, flight operations, smart logistics, smart maintenance, training, dynamic pricing ...
Artificial Intelligence in Aviation Market Global Industry Trends, Share, Size, Growth, Opportunity and Forecast 2021-2025
Leaders and officials of both sides hailed the first India-EU Leaders’ meeting – attended by all 27 heads of EU countries and Prime Minister Narendra Modi ...
India-EU roll-out partnership blueprint to tackle post-covid challenges
Logistics real estate manager ESR Cayman Limited has formed a joint venture with Vietnam-based realty developer BW Industrial Development to develop and own a modern industrial park near Ho Chi Minh ...
ESR enters Vietnam through logistics real estate JV with Warburg Pincus-backed BW
PETALING JAYA: Future partnerships between Malaysia and Tajikistan could be in the works, especially in the aviation and logistics sectors, says Datuk Seri Dr Wee Ka Siong. The Transport Minister ...
Future Malaysia-Tajikistan partnership in aviation, logistics in the works, says Dr Wee
Proponent has been selected by Sine Draco Aviation Technology to serve as a Tier 1 supplier of machined parts and other conversion hardware for Sine Draco’s A321 freighter conversion program. Sine ...
Proponent Selected by Sine Draco Aviation Technology to Support A321-200 SDF Freighter Conversions
Menzies will provide passenger and ramp services to Flair Airlines at three Canadian airports beginning in May, two additional locations in July and one more station in August.
Menzies Aviation Expands Partnership with Flair Airlines Across Canada
Inaugural flight for North Africa's low-cost carrier's thrice-weekly schedule landed yesterday, enhancing Ras Al Khaimah's connection to 100 million people in Egypt ...
Ras Al Khaimah International Airport expands its connection to MENA region's most populous country through new partnership with "flyEgypt"
Europe’s civil aeronautical industry is beginning to express impatience about the launch of the Partnership on Clean Aviation, a follow-on program to the ongoing Clean Sky 2 research and ...
Daily Memo: Europe’s Partnership On Clean Aviation At Final Negotiations Stage
April 20, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Connect For Education, Inc. (C4E), a leading provider of online learning technologies, today announced a partnership ... experience in aviation logistics support ...
Connect For Education Announces Partnership and Distribution Agreement with EVA Aviation in Japan
Magma Aviation is expanding its fleet with the addition of one Boeing 747-400F through partnership with Plus Logistics Solutions Limited. This brings Magma’s managed fleet to five aircraft, ...
Magma Aviation Expands Its Managed Fleet to Five Boeing 747-400F Aircraft
Charter operator Jet Edge and Gogo Business Aviation have partnered to equip Jet Edge super midsize and large cabin business jets for inflight broadband connectivity. Under the partnership ...
Jet Edge, Gogo Business Form IFEC Partnership
Magellan Aerospace Corporation (“Magellan” or the “Corporation”) released its financial results for the first quarter of 2021. All amounts are expressed in Canadian dollars unless otherwise indicated.
Magellan Aerospace Corporation Announces Financial Results
Delmos Aviation, which acts as the general sales agent (GSA) for the Russian carrier Aeroflot, has transported 100 oxygen concentrators to New Delhi from Russia for the Rajasthan government.
Delmos Aviation transports 100 oxygen concentrators from Russia for Rajasthan govt
SP Plus Corporation (SP+), (Nasdaq: SP), a leading provider of technology-driven mobility solutions for aviation, commercial, hospitality and institutional clients throughout North America, announced ...
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